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Part I
Best Tools & CODE



Areneus

Particle Editor

        It allows creating a various effects for computer games such as fire, rain, explosions 
etc. We wanted to make editor very comprehensive. Creating effects is possible from the 
code's level and by the editor's help as well (we wanted to make it as easy as possible).
        Systems created in game can be easily exported or imported in program. In addition 
every "point" or "emiter" has it's own GUID. Thanks to this elements created once can be 
used multiple times.



Also editor allows to create few components that will make editing of graphs much 
easier (this is due to fact that "Areneus" is created in "Turbo Delphi" and components were 
converted  to  "Frames").  Thanks  to  the  components  presented  below,  editing  such 
attributes like changing colour over time, size or rotation is very easy.



There  is  also  a  different  component,  written  as  an  alternative  for  graphs  (his 
destination  aren't  graphs  only  -  it  also  allows  to  attach  every  list,  where  percentage 
composition is located on TList).



Editor is using a serialization of classes in Delphi as main method of saving system's 
particles to file (known view from *.dfm files), which allows modifications without using 
editor.



LongLeg 

Editor for animations of the 3D characters

Fully functional application for 3D mesh animations.

Main features:

- bones animation 
- bones connected inverse kinematics 
- mesh skinning 
- mesh stretching 
- key frames interpolation 
- interpolation of independent animations in every time 
- interaction of bones in a separated skeletons 
- comfortable interface
- easy to use



Map System

City Editor

Editor for maps, used in one of the demo applications (structure of city's mesh and 
not only)



DaThoX 2D File

File Format & Editor

        Editor of our own 2D graphic format, built for 3D engine use. 

Allows to create and storage:

- Fonts
- GUI elements 
- Animation
- Rotation
- Multipics

It also allows exporting format to XML file and PNG.



Our resources

Simply, the code

It is a collection from the few years of coding, lectures of different books and our 
own innvations as well. Our engine contains the following elements such as:

- Physics 2D/3D
- 3D graphics engine 
- 2D graphics engine
- expanded mathematics

 Some of our resources are shared with community (for example: mathematics, part 
of physics and virtual files system).

Besided the gamedev we are also interested in scrypt languages/compilers (we have 
our own system of parshers) thanks to this you can find in our engine different useful 
systems. For example: support of the external code from program/DLL libraries to scrypt 
languages (something like ObjAuto but also for functions, not only for methods compiled 
with $METHODINFO). 

   

We are doing all those things just for better game programming! In the end, games 
match many types of programming.



Part II
Demo



DaThoX

Delphi Game Development

The following pages are showing screenshots from our demonstrations and games 
presenting how physics and graphics would work. They show features of our engine. First 
three are presenting our current game we are working on. Have a nice watching!



Duel The Final pic. 1

Duel The Final pic. 2



Duel The Final pic. 3

Phylum 3D



Car I Demo pic. 1

Car I Demo pic. 2



Car II Demo pic. 1

Car II Demo pic. 2



Car II Demo pic. 3

Car II Demo pic. 4



Car II Demo pic. 5

Car II Demo pic. 6



Spiders Terrain



IK Animation

Snowflake



Particle Demo



Phylum 2D

Phylum 2D rag doll



Soft  shadows bump

Wormsylvania game pic. 1



Wormsylvania game pic. 2

Wormsylvania game pic. 3



Part III
Other Tools



TxtEdit

Translation tool

Easy and useful  system for  translating  languages,  also  containing an  editor  and 
generator  of  modules  in  Object  Pascal  language.  This  system has a  very useful  library 
allowing autmatisation of using different languages (with detecting default language).



PacMan

Virtual File System

A system of virtual files with an editor. It allows a data compression (zlib) and few 
other useful features.



Unit2DLL

For creating DLL

Small and smart tool which can analise the code of Object Pascal. It can 
generate the code for creating the DLL libraries.



Na HTML Z Tym 2

Syntax highlighting

This is the tool we used for painting the syntax of Object Pascal with a selected 
method. Program also contains a simple, integrated HTML editor.



Other Game Tools

Fonts, Configurators, Conventers

We also created many other, small and useful tools like font generators, sky editors 
or applications for taking out informations about OpenGL or for configurating the games.

One of our creations was a "semi-compiler" for creating installers for addons to the 
popular mini-game Little Fighter 2.



Other Tools

and so on

But Gamedev isn't everything. We've also created...  

Many useful small tools.



end.


